The conventional Ewald expression for the electrostatic energy and forces is recast in a form that can be evaluated to high accuracy in order N 10g(N) steps using fast Fourier transforms. The fast Fourier Poisson method does not rely on interpolation approaches or Taylor/multipole expansions, and can be easily integrated with conventional molecular dynamics algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
A long standing obstacle to accurate molecular simulations concerns proper treatment of long-range electrostatic forces. Conventional molecular modeling force fields generally rely on point charge models for atoms and ions, and frequently employ periodic boundary conditions to approximate a macroscopic system. Evaluation of all pairwise Coulombic interactions using the "minimum image" convention requires order N 2 steps, and hence is a limitation for large systems. To reduce computational effort to an order N procedure, truncation schemes are typically employed that neglect interactions beyond a fixed cutoff. CutotT methods (including the "minimum image" convention), however, ultimately lead to artificial behavior in molecular simulations where long-range electrostatic forces playa dominant role in the long-time behavior of the system.
I -
3 An alternative method is to use Ewald sums 4 , 5 to evaluate the electrostatic potential due to the entire crystal lattice, and thus incorporate all the long-range effects.
Consider a neutral system of N point charges ql ,q2, .. ·,qN' at positions rl,r2, ... ,rN' in a unit cell with real space lattice vectors aI' a2, and a3' The electrostatic energy of the system is defined by the interaction of each point charge with all the other point charges in the lattice,
where the sum over n is a sum over lattice vectors n=nlal +n2a2+n3a3, and 'P is the electrostatic potential. The prime symbol indicates the term for which \rij+nl=O is neglected. Hence, the potential 'P in Eq. (1) does not include the infinite "self-energy" of the point charges, and is not a solution of Poisson's equation. Suppose we introduce a localized "screening" charge density around each point charge of equal magnitude and opposite sign. 5 ,6 Define the screening charge density ps(r) to be the sum of the localized densities. For concreteness, we choose the local densities to be spherical Gaussians 
where V is the volume of the unit cell, erfc (x) is the complementary error function, and Ereal and E recip are the real space and reciprocal space components of the Ewald energy, respectively. The last term J(D,P ,€') in Eq. (4) corrects for the nonuniform field associated with a macroscopic (but finite) crystal in a dielectric continuum, and depends on the dipole moment D of the unit cell, the shape P of the macroscopic crystal, and the external dielectric constant E' .7,8 This term vanishes for unit cells with zero dipole moment, or in the limit E' -+00, The sums in Eq. (4) are over real space (n) and reciprocal space (m) lattices, respectively, and are rapidly convergent. The parameter f3 adjusts the relative rates of convergence, but is otherwise arbitrary. If f3 is chosen such that the real space sum is negligible beyond some fixed cutoff, r c' evaluation of Eg. (4) becomes an order N 2 procedure.
5 Adjusting f3 to optimize computational efficiency results in an order N 3/2 pro(;edure,9 which is still restrictive for large systems.
METHOD
Herein we describe a simple reformulation of Eq. (4) that can be evaluated efficiently to high a.ccuracy in order N 10g(N) steps. The fast Fourier Poisson (FFP) method uses a modified expression for the real space term that can be evaluated using a conventional nonbond list in order N steps, and a reciprocal space term that can be evaluated using fast Fourier transforms (FFfs) in order N 10g(N) steps. The FFP method differs from other methods 10 -17 in that it can achieve very high accuracy, and does not rely on interpolation techniques or Taylor/multipole expansions.
Consider the potential 'Precip associated with the charge density -Ps in Eq. (2). These functions are related by Pois-
. From a computational standpoint, 'Precip can be evaluated on a grid using FFrs. The procedure is as follows:
(1) evaluate 47TPs at the Fourier transform (FT) grid points, (2) compute the forward real-complex FFT, (3) multiply the transformed components by -(27Tm) -2 (where m is the corresponding reciprocal space lattice vector), and (4) compute the reverse real+-complex FFT to obtain the potential. Steps
(1) and (3) are order N for a given grid density, whereas steps (2) and (4) 
where we have introduced the notation for the point charge density p(r)=2:7=IQi8(r-rj). The idea is that we replace the interaction of each point charge q j with the potential 'Precip by the interaction of a Gaussian with the same net charge and at the same location, plus a correction (which is exact). In fact, one term in the correction exactly cancels the real space term inEq. (4). The results'for the energy expression and force are
and
The advantage of Eqs. (6a) and (6b) (6a) and (6b) can be evaluated efficiently to high accuracy using a conventional 9 A cutoff for the real space sums, which makes implementation into conventional molecular dynamics programs straight forward.
RESULTS
The FFP method has been implemented as a series of simple self-contained FORTRAN subroutines. Here we examine the accuracy and computational scaling of the method. Two systems were chosen to test accuracy: (1) the conventional TIP3P water box of Jorgensen et at. 18 and (2) an ionic system consisting of ION a + ions and 10 Cl-ions in a 40 A cube with 1916 TIP3P waters. Accuracy and timing results for several FT grid densities are listed in Table I . Moderate accuracy is obtained (10-4 relative force accuracy) with a fairly course FT grid (~1.6 A). Very high accuracy 00-10 relative force accuracy) can be obtained with a finer grid (~0.6 A). In the current implementation, the main cost in obtaining high accuracy involves evaluation of the density Ps at the local FTgrid points. In all cases a cutoff of 9 A was . used in the real space sums in Eqs. (6a) and (6b). For a given cutoff (r c), the parameter {3 is determined so that the real space term erfc({3r JV'2)/ r c falls below a desired tolerance. The screening density around each atom is then evaluated at local grid points using a cutoff r; = r clV'2. For any given grid density, this procedure scales linearly with the size of the system, and hence the overall scaling dependence is N 10g(N) resulting from the computation of the FFrs (Fig.  1); 
CONCLUSION
The FFP method offers several advantages for calculating long-range electrostatic forces of large systems. Perhaps the most attractive is its simplicity. The method does not rely on interpolation approaches or on Taylor/multipole expansions, and can be integrated into conventional molecular dy~ 
